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Comments

		Comments on Guidelines for Addressing Environmental Affects in Fatigue Usage Evaluations

		Comment Date:						9/6/12

		Overall #		Comment #		Reviewer's
Name		Reviewer's
Organization				Comment/Comment Type		Proposed Change		Comment Resolution

										Page #

				1		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN						Scope: for class 1 components covered by ASME III

				2		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		2-2		"concluded that the environmental effects of reactor water on fatigue curves had an insignificant contribution to core damage frequency. However, the frequency of pipe leakage was shownto increase in some cases"				it's just a tendency associated to a particular method and a particular set of data…
it's extremly difficult to generalize and conclude so clearly
and it's not in accordance with the field experience

				3		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		2-2		"provided revised expressions for Fen"		provided revised air design curves and expressions for Fen		new design curves in air are extremly more severe than in the past

				4		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		2-2		"while these reports provide formulae and experimental background"		while these reports provide formulae and experimental background based on standard tests on small specimen in laboratories

				5		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		2-3		"the strain rate must be sufficiently low and the strain range must be sufficiently high"		the strain rate must be sufficiently low and the strain range must be sufficiently high for a certain duration		duration needed to have the environmental effect "active"
low strain rate for few seconds has no major effects

				6		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		2-3		"EPRI and GE"				is-it sure ?
What's the contribution from Japan ?

				7		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		2-4				more accurate definition of objectives needed		ASME has to transfert effects on isothermal tests done on 10mm cylindrical specimen to real structures, welds and discontinuity in accordance with ASME III existing fatigue procedure, including major uncertainties of industrial components

				8		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		2-5				- more detailed fatigue test databank on standard small specimen
- more realistic transient tests to be performed: complex strain history and temperature variation		EPRI focused group of February 2012 in Charlotte has issued different priorities

														-check the procedure on existing fatigue tests on structures
- specific tests to validate the Fen integrated approach, including effect of compressive strains

				9		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		3-1
to
3-28						- It's mainly a"copy" of the NUREG 6909, without precautions, for limited validations of certain aspects, associated to transferability

																- no comment on the fact that the ASME evaluation procedure in surface uses the equivalent stress of the linearized values that is not a sufficiently accurate estimation in particular for complexe shape and discontinuities

																- similar comments for NB 3600 that never evaluate strain history in pipe fitting

																no consideration of surface finish and mean stress/mean strain

				10		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		3-21				"average temperature during the positive strain rate period"		including or not the compressive part of positive strain rate

				11		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		4						why no references to any Japanese paper ?

				12		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		Appendices						Confirmation of a large number of difficulties for a real structure: multiaxial stesses; stress rotation along the transient, large conservatism of uniaxial Ke, strong differences between elastic and elastoplastic strains in a discontinuities…
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Comments

		Comments on Update of NUREG/CR-6909 Methodology for EAF PPT File

		Comments' Date:						9/6/12

		Overall #		Comment #		Reviewer's
Name		Reviewer's
Organization				Comment/Comment Type		Proposed Change		Comment Resolution

										Slide #

				1		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		5		fatigue data indicates		fatigue data on small standard isothermal tests

				2		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		5		fatigue initiation and CGR are not the same due to crack size consideration….

				3		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		5				fatigue data on small specimen have been evaluated

				4		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		5		no proof that environmental effects will be significant
but it has to be considered YES

				5		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		5		is-it : "did not include" or "include limited environmental effects"

				6		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		10		1- revised design air curve for SS
2- develop
"-Use

				7		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		14		bounds 95% of the data = the quality of the different points of the data band include a larger scatter band

				8		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		15		- in the past in my mind: it's protection against leaks that leads on real components to crack initiation due to the different margins on the different parameters

				9		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		15		-it is not independant of the wall thickness from 1mm to 300mm…
- the thickness effect (or scale effect) can probably include this effect

				10		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		15		-an interesting definition could be the crack size that does not reduce significantly mazrgins versus excessive deformation and plastic instability….

				11		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		82 to 93		- Fen formulae by integration has no experimental background
- it's a mathematical view of corrosion damage….

				12		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		all		- the differences between a standard test (10mm diameter + perfect surface finished + without stess or strain mean values…) with a real operating components have to be discussed more:
* the transient: mechanical and thermal load

				13		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		all		* the stresses: multiaxial with direction rotation during the transient
* the initial surface stresses, in particular in weld areas…

				14		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		all		* the ASME III stress evaluation and Ke: in particular for discontinuities

				15		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		all		* the welds and weld areas
* the surface finish

				16		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		all		* the material properties: cyclic stress-strain curves, S-N data, temperature effects, material effects, heat sensitivity
* codified Sm versus raw data of the material

				17		Claude FAIDY		EDF-SEPTEN		all		* may we multiplied all the effects: clearly NOT

				18
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From: Midmore, Letitia
To: Stevens, Gary; Smith, Jean
Subject: FW: EAF - Remarks on EPRI EAF and USNRC slidee on EAF
Date: Monday, September 10, 2012 12:37:17 PM
Attachments: 1-September _6th_2012_EPRI EAF Guid_Comments_from_Claude FAIDY.xls.zip


2-September _6th_2012_USNRC rev EAF Fen_Comments_from_Claude FAIDY.xls.zip
ATT114581.txt
ATT114582.htm


Importance: High


Gary and Jean-
 
I am not sure if you received Claude’s comments so I thought I would forward them to you.  Please add
them to the comment let.
 
Cheers,
Letitia
 
Letitia Midmore, P. Eng.
Senior Project Manager - Advanced Nuclear Technology
Electric Power Research Institute
lmidmore@epri.com
(650) 855-8576
 
From: Claude FAIDY [mailto:claude.faidy@edf.fr] 
Sent: Sunday, September 09, 2012 3:14 PM
To: Chu, Shannon
Cc: RGurdal@framatech.com
Subject: EAF - Remarks on EPRI EAF and USNRC slidee on EAF
Importance: High
 


Hello,


I apologyze for the late invoice....


You will finf remarks on both documents:


(See attached file: 1-September _6th_2012_EPRI EAF Guid_Comments_from_Claude
FAIDY.xls.zip) (See attached file: 2-September _6th_2012_USNRC rev EAF
Fen_Comments_from_Claude FAIDY.xls.zip)


My major remarks are:
- confirm that the NUREG 6909 can be a 1st very conservative approach
- discuss more the transferability from small specimen- polish- monoaxial... and a real operating
components
- the existing ASME III procedure for class 1 component is probably not a good procedure to consider
a lot of so complex phenomena
- the integrated Fen has no background for a realistic thermal transient on an operating component
- do we have to finally multiplied all the detrimental effects: NOT !


With my best regards


Claude FAIDY 
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Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce Message, il vous est interdit de le copier, de le faire suivre, de le divulguer ou d'en utiliser tout ou partie. Si vous avez reçu ce Message par erreur, merci de le supprimer de votre système, ainsi que toutes ses copies, et de n'en garder aucune trace sur quelque support que ce soit. Nous vous remercions également d'en avertir immédiatement l'expéditeur par retour du message.
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Claude FAIDY
EDF-SEPTEN
Senior Consultant Engineer


Phone : +33 4 7282 7279
Fax : +33 4 72827699
Mobile : +33 6 1410 1119
e-mail company : claude.faidy@edf.fr
e-mail home : cjfaidy@infonie.fr
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From: Smith, Jean
To: Stevens, Gary; Chu, Shannon
Cc: okc@anl.gov
Subject: RE: last minute comments
Date: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 4:08:55 PM
Attachments: Comment summary NRC ANL Fen 9-5-12 Rev. 1.xlsx


I really should not have been entrusted with comment compilation.  Please disregard the email I sent earlier
today, and use the attached spreadsheet instead.  Mark Gray’s comments did not copy with the other
Westinghouse comments on this morning’s version.
 
Regards,
Jean
 


From: Smith, Jean 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 8:14 AM
To: Stevens, Gary; Chu, Shannon
Cc: okc@anl.gov
Subject: RE: last minute comments
 
My apologies.  The comments from Slagis and Westinghouse have now been included.
 
Jean
 


From: Stevens, Gary [mailto:Gary.Stevens@nrc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 8:00 AM
To: Smith, Jean; Chu, Shannon
Cc: okc@anl.gov
Subject: RE: last minute comments
 
OK, thanks, but I believe there were also comments from Gray and Slagis?
 
Gary L. Stevens
Senior Materials Engineer
NRC/RES/DE/CIB
+ Gary.Stevens@nrc.gov
' 301-251-7569
 


From: Smith, Jean [jmsmith@epri.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 10:55 AM
To: Stevens, Gary; Chu, Shannon
Cc: okc@anl.gov
Subject: RE: last minute comments


Gary,
 
I inserted Seiji’s comment in the spreadsheet as Item 8, so that it was grouped with his other comments.
 
Regards,
Jean
 


From: Stevens, Gary [mailto:Gary.Stevens@nrc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, September 01, 2012 9:11 AM
To: Chu, Shannon; Smith, Jean
Cc: 'okc@anl.gov'
Subject: Re: last minute comments
 
Shannon:
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JPN Colleagues


			 Comments on Update of NUREG/CR-6909 Methodology for EAF PPT File


			Comment Due Date: 									7/20/12


			Overall #			Comment #			Reviewer's
Name			Reviewer's
Organization						Comment/Comment Type			Proposed Change			 Comment Resolution


															Slide #


			1			1			Seiji Asada			MHI			20			Please clarify each data source. 


			2			2			Seiji Asada			MHI			22			Does this mean this method is for development of fatigue curves in air?  Does this update use the same fatigue curves in air of the current NUREG/CR-6909?


			3			3			Seiji Asada			MHI			23			What does the sentence of "For accurate estimate of enviromental effects on fatigue, the data used in developing the Fen expressions should be representative ……" mean?  Have you performed screening of the data of environmental experimental tests?


			4			4			Seiji Asada			MHI			42			As shown in the slide 47, the JNES expression is basically more conservative than the new expression for austenitic stainless steels. However, the figure of comparison of estimated life does not consistent with this.


			5			5			Seiji Asada			MHI			47			"Dasshed line: RG 1.207 (LAS)" should be Dasshed line: RG 1.207 (SS)".			"Dasshed line: RG 1.207 (LAS)"is changed to Dasshed line: RG 1.207 (SS)".


			6			6			Seiji Asada			MHI			58			The data for stainless steels show the existence of threshold strain. This is for Fen value, not for the design fatigue curve. The shreshold strain should be maintained.


			7			7			Seiji Asada			MHI			75, 76			We need the detail information of thermal fatigue test of stepped pipe such as stress (strain) and temperature distribution time history, correlation of crack initiation and growth and number of cycles. 
The definition of CUF in environment of components should be clarified.


			8			8			Seiji Asada			MHI						The design factor of 12 on cycles was determined by a Monte Carlo analysis as each parameter was assumed to be a probabilistic parameter. This approach is clarified the design factors. However, Fen is multiplied by this design factor. This does not makes sense. The study on the design factor on cycle should be performed so as to incorporate Fen into one of probabilistic parameters and understand total design factor including Fen. A simple approach to incorporate Fen into the total design factor on cycle may be root-mean-square method. (=square (12^2 + Fen^2)).


			9			1			Makoto Higuchi			CRIEPI			27, 40			Correlations between Fen and each parameter such as strain rate, temperature, disolved oxygen and sulfer content with data plotting should be prepared. (see "Comparison of Fen vs each parameter.doc")
These figures will verify the revised Fen expressions.


			10			2			Makoto Higuchi			CRIEPI			27			The basis of 0.001%/sec used for saturation for slower strain rate should be described.


			11			3			Makoto Higuchi			CRIEPI			27			The basis of the saturation at S=0.015 wt.% should be described with the evidence data.


			12			4			Makoto Higuchi			CRIEPI			38			The effect of DO shows somewhat great difference between the new expression and RG 1.207. The explanation of this is needed.


			13			5			Makoto Higuchi			CRIEPI			40, 48			The new expression for austenitic stainless steels uses 0.1 ppm DO for O' while the new expression for Ni-Cr-Fe alloys uses NWC BWR Water / PWR or HWC BWR water for O'. What does this difference come from?


			14			6			Makoto Higuchi			CRIEPI			40			The basis of 0.004%/sec used for saturation of slower strain rate for all stainless steels should be described. The JSME Code uses 0.004%/sec for PWR condition except CASS and 0.0004%/sec for BWR conditon and PWR condition of CASS.


			15			7			Makoto Higuchi			CRIEPI			40			The basis of 100 °C used for saturation of lower temperature should be described with the evidence data..


			16			8			Makoto Higuchi			CRIEPI			55			Fen values of the new expression are remarkably decreased compared with those of RG 1.207. What does this come from?


			17			9			Makoto Higuchi			CRIEPI			48, 55			The basis of 50 °C used for saturation of lower temperature should be described with the evidence data..


			18			10			Makoto Higuchi			CRIEPI			29, 34, 39, 42			The definitions and equations of "Predicted Life" and "Estimated Life" should be clarified.


			19			11			Makoto Higuchi			CRIEPI			67			The procedure of cycle calculation and the details of spectrum strain should be described.


			20			1			Bill Wietze			SIA			59			Slide 59 does not clearly demonstrate that the margin of 2 on stress or strain is not compromised, despite what is stated in the text.  Additional info is needed to describe how the stress thresholds on this slide are derived, including whether a margin of 2 has been applied to the threshold.  Also, the text should clearly state which aspect of the figures demonstrates that the margin of 2 is not compromised.


			21			2			Bill Wietze			SIA			100			Regarding slide 100, the concern should be whether adequate margin exists to protect against failure from all failure modes, in this case, fatigue.  Specific methodology as to how to accomplish this should not be eliminated if the methodology is known to be correct.


			22			1			Robert Gurdal			Areva			112			However, looking at Page 112, the senior Engineers (meaning age) here in the office could not agree more with the statement from Chuck Bruny, when Chuck is saying that the Stepped Pipe Fatigue tests have shown that the F(en) factor would be less than 1.0 for these tests. This is very important, because it shows that - for the majority of the most severe transients that our NSSS System would in general see (at charging nozzles, at high-pressure injection pipes, etc ....) - the current ASME-Code Fatigue methodology is giving us a very good and very reasonable number of cycles, and still on the conservative side, as those Tests have shown. Thanks to Chuck.			I believe Robert is referring to Chuck Bruny's comments provided relative to the spreadsheets that were shared prior to the presentation slides.


			23			2			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			5, top statement			"Fatigue data indicate significant effects of LWR environment" is true for small specimens.


			24			3			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			5, bottom statement			Paragraph NB-3121 of Section III, Div. 1 of the ASME-Code does not say that "the data used to develop the fatigue design curves did not include the environmental effects". It states that the tests did not include corrosive environments.  The development of the fatigue design curves also include the factors of 2.0 and 20.0, in addition to the small specimen test results. Inside this second factor of 20.0 was the effect of the environment ( see the sentence just above Figure 12 on Page 20 of the ASME-Code Section III official Criteria Document from the year 1969: "These factors were intended to cover such effects as environment, size effect, and scatter of data" )


			25			4			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			10			It is mentioned that the F(en) factor is the ratio of fatigue life in air at room temperature to the fatigue life in water under service conditions"


			26			5			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			12, top line			It is correct to say that Nf is the number of cycles to failure (from ASME, Section III, App. I), but Section III, App. II also needs to be mentioned for the exact definition of "failure" due to cycles in the ASME-Code. See second sentence of II-1520(b) in Section III, Appendix II of the ASME-Code. Note that - in that second sentence - the words "through the entire thickness" are very important.


			27			6			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			12, top half			References to ASTM are interesting, but they are not relevant if we are speaking about Nuclear Power Component Fatigue Design per the ASME-Code and about the F(en) factors to be applied to the ASME-Code Design Fatigue Curve.


			28			7			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			12, middle-of-the-page statement			The 25% load drop and the 3 mm "engineering" crack may be used for other Design Codes, but they are not part of the ASME-Code.


			29			8			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			13, middle of the page			The third item needs to be made clearer.


			30			9			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			13, 3rd line from the bottom			the Criterion Document factor of 4.0 is not just for Surface finish. It is for "Surface finish + environment".


			31			10			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			14, top half			The reference (technical paper, or ?) from W.E Cooper is not indicated.


			32			11			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			14, second item			In the latest known technical Paper from Dr. Cooper (PVRC Workshop from January 20th, 1992, in Clearwater Beach, Florida), Dr. Cooper is saying this concerning those factors of 2.0, 2.5, 2.0 and 2.0: "Unfortunately, they have been understood to be factors of safety, and nothing could be further from the truth". Therefore, I am not sure why to mention "Cooper's factor of safety".


			33			12			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			14, bottom line			The text implies that NUREG/CR-6909 is made "with the understanding that design curve controls fatigue initiation, not failure". This is all right if it is the purpose of NUREG/CR-6909. However, the official vote from the EPRI Fatigue Expert Panel from approximately one year ago is that the ASME-Code usage factor of 1.0 is for through-wall leakage. This must be indicated in the Meeting Minutes from that EPRI Meeting.


			34			13			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			72, Figure			This Figure shows symbols that are close to the diagonal line, and that could be approximately correct if the environmental effects are not included in the predicted fatigue life. Once the environmental effects are included (F(en) factors), all those symbols are much lower. In fact, even before considering the F(en) factors, the PVP Paper has shown that all the points are on the right hand side (less severe side) of the pre-2009 ASME-Code Design Fatigue Curve if the strains are Tresca-types of strains, as mandated by the ASME-Code, Section III, Div. 1.


			35			14			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			75			The second item from the bottom of the page is completely correct: "In the stepped pipe test, crack growth rates decrease with crack advance, whereas in a strain-controlled test crack growth rates increase"


			36			15			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			76			The 380 cycles in the middle of the page for the number of cycles to a 25% load drop is extremely low, as the number of cycles to produce an extremely small crack depth of 0.25 mm (or possibly 5% to 10% load drop) is already 365.


			37			16			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			85			Although I know very little about crack growth, it is not possible for me to imagine that a load drop increase from 5 % drop to 25 % drop can ever happen in an increase of 5 % of cycles (365 to 380). 


			38			17			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			87			If NRC/ANL agrees that "the stepped pipe fatigue tests have shown us how severe the ASME-Code Fatigue Methodology is, etc ……", is there an action going on just now to provide a relief to the U.S. Nuclear Power Industry ?


			39			18			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			88, last sentence.			In case future ASME-Code piping stress analyses are performed based on Section III NB-3200 (and not Section III NB-3600), there will be a big problem for the nuclear power industry, the reason being simply the increasing costs. Also, I am not sure of the meaning of "because of the reduced conservatism needed".


			40			19			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			104			In the fourth line from the bottom of the text, it is mentioned that "best estimates of applied strain" are used, and not applied strains "determined from ASME-Code procedures". In case that is true, then it must be noted that the validated F(en) methodology should not be applied in concert with ASME-Code fatigue/stress analyses.


			41			20			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			111, 112			The text from Chuck Bruny (former ASME-Code Section III Vessels' Chairman) is very pertinent in his explanations, and when he simplifies everything in his item 2 (slide 112) to come to the conclusion that the stepped pipe fatigue test is leading to an F(en) factor smaller than 1.0, Chuck Bruny is completely correct.


			42			21			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			115, top paragraph			In the ANL/NRC Spreadsheet, N(leak) = 365 is not correct.


			43			22			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			123, 124			The resulting F(en) factors from the stepped pipe fatigue tests are the reverses from the severity factors: F(en) = 168 / 365 = 0.46, and F(en) = 1.55 * 0.46 = 0.71 (this second F(en) factor if we agree to remove the load sequence factor from the in-air fatigue design curve).   Although maybe not exactly the same values, Chuck Bruny (item 2 on slide No. 112) is also telling us that the stepped pipe fatigue tests lead to F(en) factors smaller than 1.0. Chuck Bruny is correct about that.


			44			23			Robert Gurdal			AREVA NP Fuels			131			In the bottom item, this text gives the impression that the Method No. 2 "Simplified" for the calculation of F(en) would be unconservative with respect to the test.


			45			1			Keith Wright			Rolls-Royce			general			General Comment - We have no fundamental issues with the presentation and would concur that that the Fen values quoted are the best we have for polished small scale specimens.  It is the practical application of this and relevance to plant component loadings that the industry now needs to address.  It is hoped that any update to NuREG/6909 acknowledges this, noting the EPRI road map and knowledge gaps, to enable future room for manoeuvre. Our key comment is that below related to interpretation of the stepped pipe test.


			46			2			Keith Wright			Rolls- Royce			75, 76			The comparison with the stepped pipe results concludes that the predicted life is within the data scatter.  This is based on best fit to 2010 air curve (1995 cycles for 0.8% strain amp) with a correction for surface finish (pipe v polished) and a size effect (Could argue size effect not needed) and a Fen value.  What we must not lose sight of is that the 2010 air design curve would predict 168 allowable cycles and a Fen factor of between 3.3 or 6.8 depending on temperature assumed reduces this to between 25 and 50 cycles!  The testing to 0.25mm initiation was between 365 and 1408 cycles and the cycles for through wall cracking would be significantly more than this (approx 17000 cycles required for butt welded pipe tests by Tom Damiani on similar set up).  This is basically the same point that Chuck Bruny and Robert Gurdal were making in slides 83, 84, 87, 88 and 117.			Additional slide after this to make this clear and to emphasise that consevatism needs reducing somewhere as stated on slide 84 and 88.


			47			3			Keith Wright			Rolls- Royce			75			Note that actual stress gradients are not expected to be steep because of plastic yielding could be amended to say that the strain gradients will be steep.


			48			4			Keith Wright			Rolls- Royce			76			Observation that simplified strain rate calc has allowed a longer life than the more detailed methods.  Implies simplified method not conservative or no benefit from use of detailed methods with real plant transient.


			49			5			Keith Wright			Rolls- Royce			14			Agree that design curve is an indication of initiation.  But clarify that failure as deemed by ASME to be a detectable through wall leak could be soon after initiation for a membrane loaded component or significantly later in life if a steep strain gradient exists.


			50			6			Keith Wright			Rolls- Royce			40			Choice of 10% strain per second for Fen to be unity seems high.  For example a stress range of 500MPa or 0.25% strain to have a Fen of unity at 10% per sec will have a rise time of 0.025 seconds.  ie 500MPa at 20Hz ! 			Clarify basis for choosing 10% per sec.  If based on providing a smooth curve fit then say so - may enable others to investigate later to relax.


			51			7			Keith Wright			Rolls- Royce			69			At SGFS meeting in May the value of 12mm was stated to be an error and should be 9mm.


			52			1			Jean Smith			EPRI			18			The slide indicates that CGRs in high-DO water are nearly two orders of magnitude higher than in air for crack sizes <100 mm.  Does this observation hold for carbon and low-alloys steels as well as stainless steels?  It was my understanding that fatigue life for stainless steels in low-DO water was reduced more than in high-DO water.


			53			2			Jean Smith			EPRI			general			When using the Fen equations, additional guidance should be provided for identifying the appropriate temperature and DO levels to use with the equations.  


			54			1			Terry Childress			Duke Energy			general			Is it correct to assume that previous EAF evaluations utilizing CR-5704 Fen expressions are still valid (but conservative) for stainless steel?			Please confirm that only 6909 is being revised and other allowed methods/documents are still acceptable.


			55			1			Chuck Bruny									The air curves for carbon and low alloy steels proposed in NUREG CR/6909 should be re-evaluated in the high cycle region.  A combination of feedback from the evaluation of plant trouble reports and laboratory tests of socket weld joints indicated that fatigue failures had been experienced at stress amplitudes below the Sa value of 12.5 ksi at 106 cycles for carbon and low alloy steels, and this Sa value at 106 cycles did not correspond to an endurance limit.  OMa Part 3, 2009 limits the vibration stress amplitude for carbon and low alloy steels in piping to 80% of the design value at 106 cycles from Fig. I-9.1 divided by an additional factor of 1.3.  The resulting value is 7.7 ksi.  Where the OMa criterion has been incorporated, no new leaks have been reported.  The Code design curve for carbon and low alloy steels was extended in the 2009 Addenda from 106 cycles to 1011 cycles through the approval of Record # 02-2619.  The Sa value at 1011 cycles is 7.0 ksi.  The Background Material File for that record contains a paper by K. L. Miller and W. L. O’Donnell entitled “The fatigue limit and its elimination.”  The classical fatigue limit of ferrous materials is determined by testing at a constant range of strain and determining the range below which fatigue failures do not occur.  This paper discusses the causes that can lead to the elimination of this fatigue limit and why the classic limit may not be conservative in the region above 106 cycles. The air design curve proposed in NUREG/CR-6909 for carbon steel was rejected by the Code Committee because the Sa value at 1011 cycles was 13.6 ksi.  This value is above the Sa value of 12.5 ksi at 106 cycles in the Code design fatigue curve.   The proposed air design curve for low alloy steels was also rejected because the Sa value at 1011 cycles was 11.2 ksi which is only slightly below the value of 12.5 ksi at 106 cycles in the Code design fatigue curve and significantly above the OMa Part 3 limit.


			56			2			Chuck Bruny									The concept of a strain amplitude threshold is best supported by comparisons of LWR data and air data from constant strain rate testing.  The data for stainless steels in NUREG/CR-6909 Ref. 28, and the data for carbon and low alloy steels shown in slide 60 of the presentation support the conclusion that the thresholds in the LWR environment are the same as in air.  The assumption that the thresholds are independent of mean stress may be supported by theory but due to the cost and time required for relevant testing is not verified by data.  Based on the above the test threshold for stainless steel is around 0.11%, the test threshold for low alloy steel is around .15%, and the test threshold for carbon steel is around 0.11%.  The proposed threshold values of 0.1% for stainless steel and 0.07% for carbon and low allow steels do not provide a consistent margin on strain.  As shown on slide 59 the use of the threshold value of 0.07% for low alloy steel does maintain a margin of 2 on strain provided the threshold is independent of mean stress.  However the proposed threshold values do not maintain a margin of 2 on strain for either carbon steel or stainless steel.  


			57			3			Chuck Bruny									With respect to the last bullet on slide 83: Based on slides 17, 17, 18 and NUREG/CR-6717 Figure 21 it appears the difference between crack initiation (.2-.3 mm) and failure (3 mm) should be at least 50% of the life; not 5%.


			58			1			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			6			Title of Fracture Behavior is misleading to me as a stress analyst since fracture in my world means separation.			Replace Fracture with Crack Behavior


			59			2			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			12			A-B This chart is very misleading.  But it captures the problem with RG 1.207.  There is not an ASTM standard for developing a Section III design fatigue curve.  To develop a Section III design fatigue curve requires testing a large (in comparison to current test practice) specimen to separation thereby capturing the complete fatigue life of initiation, propagation and rupture.  Current test practice using very small specimens does not provide Section III fatigue life data, and therefore, cannot be used to generate appropriate Fen data.


			60			3			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			12			D The code design fatigue curves were NOT obtained by first adjusting the best-fit for mean stress effects [See Langer “Design of Pressure Vessels for Low-Cycle Fatigue].			delete statement


			61			4			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			12			E The factors of 2 and 20 ARE factors of safety [Langer].  They are NOT intended to adjust small, polished test specimen data to make it applicable to actual components.  [It is believed that these safety factors are sufficient to cover the effects of size, environment, surface finish, and scatter of data. - Langer]  Note that they were originally intended to cover effects of environment.			delete statement


			62			5			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			13			A The safety factors are intended to account for the effects of using small specimen data to predict the fatigue life of an actual component.  Investigating the effects of heat-to-heat variation, size effect and surface finish on tiny specimens is not appropriate for establishing the safety factors for adjusting the best-fit data to a design curve.  The safety factors are based on Langer’s judgment.  Certainly, if there were sufficient actual component data the safety factors could be adjusted up or down as necessary.  NRC should NOT be revising the safety factors inherent in the Section III code.			NRC should not change the in-air fatigue design curves


			63			6			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			13			B I have never seen a statement in the historical code literature that the Section III fatigue curves are intended to cover loading history.			delete loading history


			64			7			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			13			C The Criteria document does not establish these individual factors.  These individual factors were generated after the design curves were developed.  It is inappropriate from a Section III design standpoint to increase or decrease an individual factor based on small specimen test data to adjust the final (2/20) safety factor.			NRC should not change the safety factor on life


			65			8			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			14			A I don’t know how Cooper came up with these statements.  I think he is referring to the “PVRC Fatigue Tests” that are reported in the criteria document.  Therefore, I suspect that he is trying to relate actual pressure vessel test data to the design curve.  THIS DOES NOT MEAN THAT THE DESIGN FATIGUE CURVE SHOULD BE BASED ON SPECIMEN TESTS TO A 3/16 CRACK.  A Section III curve should be based on tests of large (relative to the Fen data specimens) specimens to separation.			recognize that this information from Cooper does not change the Section III definition of fatigue failure


			66			9			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			14			B I don’t understand why this statement is here.			either expand or delete


			67			10			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			14			C This statement as written makes no sense to me.  Which factor of safety is referred to.  It is inappropriate to revise the inherent factor of safety in the Section III design code based on 25% load drop small specimen test data.			revise


			68			11			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			14			D It is inappropriate to change the air design curves based on 25% load drop small specimen test data.  It is inappropriate to revise the inherent factor of safety on cycles of 20 based on variability of small specimen test data.  Using a 95th percentile bound of small specimen test data to predict the fatigue life of actual pressure-retaining components of many sizes and shapes is irresponsible.  The design curve does NOT control fatigue initiation.  			revise


			69			12			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			15			A Section III design fatigue life consists of three stages, initiation, propagation to critical size, and unstable rupture.			revise


			70			13			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			15			C Most of the Section III low-cycle fatigue design life is associated with crack propagation to the critical size before rupture based on a large specimen size.  Current test practice of 25% load drop testing on small specimens (3mm crack) does not replicate the crack propagation life of a large specimen.			recognize that small specimen 25% load drop data cannot be used determine low-cycle fatigue life


			71			14			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			21			The title is Fatigue S-N data.  Some portions of some of these standards could be used for a Practice for constructing a Section III low-cycle design fatigue curve.  But there is not a standard that applies directly to the construction of a Section III low-cycle design fatigue curve.  The critical parameters are the specimen configuration and size, strain-controlled, and run to separation.			recognize that there is not an ASTM standard for constructing a Section III low cycle fatigue design curve


			72			15			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			22			The Langer method for determining the best-fit equation should be used.  Otherwise, our existing knowledge base of fatigue life testing of actual components (which is large) will be impacted.  These are tests of components to failure which is defined as a thru-wall crack.			revise to use the best-fit equation of Langer


			73			16			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			23			It is my opinion that the environmental effects on fatigue life will vary significantly between the various types of stainless steels.  Therefore, it is unreasonable to specify one environmental factor for all types of stainless.  The same comment applies to carbon steel.			reorient the testing to determine the crack-resistant material composition and the least damaging water chemistry


			74			17			Gerry Slagis			G C Slagis Associates			102			A I have not heard anyone arguing that LWR environment may not have a significant effect on fatigue life.  I have heard arguments that the safety factors of 2/20 may be sufficient to accommodate environmental effects on actual components.  Environmental effects will vary greatly based on material composition and water chemistry.  Controlling water chemistry is a viable design solution for environmental effects.  Unfortunately, the test data on stainless steel is not sufficient to establish the necessary water chemistry to minimize the environmental effects.			the debate is not over


			75			1			Mark Gray			Westinghouse			64			The integrated Fen expression should use a denominator with a sum of strain increments consistent with those in the numerator.  For simple specimen tests this makes no difference.  But in complex component stress/strain histories it can, and should be consistent.			Revise the denominator in the expression.


			76			2			Mark Gray			Westinghouse			78			Is there any way to test the "possible mechanism" theories?  If the mechanism were known, would it provide any better quantification of Fen?  If so, then recommendations for further testing should be described.			Provide recommendations for further testing and expected results if it would be beneficial.


			77			3			Mark Gray			Westinghouse			100			In the second bullet's second sub-bullet, "As much as a designer is expected to meet the allowable stress limits …" is applied also to the CUF limit of 1.0.  So, for example, for the P+Q limit of 3Sm, the designer is not expected to meet that allowable stress limit when it can be shown that the intent of the simplified limit, i.e.,, shakedown, is met using an alternative methodology, such as simplified elastic plastic or plastic analysis.  Other examples in the Code methodology also exist.  Therefore, alternative methodology to demonstrate that cracks will not grow to the acceptable failure criterion size should be an acceptable expectation.			Reconsider consistency of ASME Code applications and alternative methods to meet the intentions of the limits.  


			78			4			Mark Gray			Westinghouse			General			The NUREG/CR-6909 update should include any possible recommendations to issues raised in the EAF Sample Problems draft report regarding analysis methodology, if this is at all possible from some of the detailed test results reviewed, particularly with respect to tests that varied strain rates and temperature.


			79			1			Dave Roarty			Westinghouse			12			Definition of failure should als reflect the most common source of fatigue failure data which is the Markl tests - through wall leakage 


			80			2			Dave Roarty			Westinghouse			12			The factors on the fatigue curve where intended to cover environment as well as items mentioned, as specified in the ASME Criteria document, this should be reflected.


			81			3			Dave Roarty			Westinghouse			13			The official Criterion document, specified only that the factors where applied to cover "such effects as environment, size effect and scatter of data…".  The Table uses numbers derived later by the PVRC study and reflect engineering judgment.  It implies no consideration of environment which is misleading.


			82			4			Dave Roarty			Westinghouse			14			It is not clear that the design fatigue curve is based only on intiation.  Putting such statements in a document such as this are a mistake.  Many fatigue tests used to develop fatigue strength reduction factors are based on through-wall leakage.


			83			5			Dave Roarty			Westinghouse			100			it is not accurate to state that all Code limits must be met.  Primary and secondary stress Code limits all have alternative methodologies approved for use.  Please add this clarification to the write-up.


			84			1			Matt Verlinich			Westinghouse			24			typo in DO inequality. There is a "," and should probably be less-than-or-equal-to sign.


			85			2			Matt Verlinich			Westinghouse			65			Will the revised NUREG/CR-6909 suggest this approach?  It may be more appropriately called a multi-linear simplified method.
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Can you please consolidate all of these last minute comments that came in over the past week into EPRI's comment
spreadsheet?


Thanks,
Gary


Gary 
Pardon brevity - sent from Blackberry
 


From: Chu, Shannon <SCHU@epri.com> 
To: Smith, Jean <jmsmith@epri.com>; Stevens, Gary 
Sent: Fri Aug 31 16:34:01 2012
Subject: last minute comments


Gary,
 
I received some last minute feedback on the May presentation.  One item is the attached response to prior NRC
response to NRC comment and the other is the highlighted additional comment from Seiji Asada below.
 
Regards,
 
Shannon
 
Seiji Asada MHI  The design factor of 12 on cycles was determined by a Monte Carlo


analysis as each parameter was assumed to be a probabilistic
parameter. This approach is clarified the design factors. However, Fen
is multiplied by this design factor. This does not makes sense. The
study on the design factor on cycle should be performed so as to
incorporate Fen into one of probabilistic parameters and understand
total design factor including Fen. A simple approach to incorporate
Fen into the total design factor on cycle may be root-mean-square
method. (=square (12^2 + Fen^2)).


 
 


From: Chuck Bruny [mailto:bruny765@roadrunner.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 1:21 PM
To: Chu, Shannon
Subject: Re: EAF materials for Review 3 of 3
 
Attached are my comments to the NRC Staff Response to my comments
 
Chuck Bruny


----- Original Message -----
From: Chu, Shannon
To: Smith, Jean
Cc: Midmore, Letitia
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 9:12 PM
Subject: EAF materials for Review 3 of 3
 
All,
 
This is the third message, second set of attachments.
 
I apologize for the repeated requests for this review, however, I do want to emphasize that this is an important
opportunity for the industry to comment on proposed changes to NUREG 6909.
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The final deadline for comments on this material is September 1, however, if possible please complete your
review prior to the August 13 expert panel meeting, this material will be discussed at that meeting.
 
Regards,
 
Shannon Chu
Senior Project Manager
Materials Reliability Program
Technical Support TAC
650-855-8756
schu@epri.com
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